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Additional Photos!  
Meet Hitler's Grandson and his wife-ex-First
Man! 

 Michael LaVaughn Robinson

Michael LaVaughn Robinson

August 15, 2018 · 
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Michael LaVaughn Robinson

March 17, 2018 · 
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Enter to post.
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Claude Graham

My Friend gave me this information with photos in 2012....

Now US Attorney General William Barr would be able to
charge, prosecute and imprison the leaders of the Obama-
Clinton Regime’s coup plot against President Donald Trump. It
was believed that Barack Obama not only personally
authorized the illegal "spygate" spying on Trump campaign
officials, but allowed China to hack 21 million U.S. military
personnel records, (effectively dumping the entire U.S.
Pentagon database into the hands of Communist China), was
a key player in Clinton’s Uranium One scandal, plus endorsed
a multi-billion dollar money laundering operation that handed
nuclear weapons capabilities to Iran – all four activities being
Acts of Treason against our nation.

March 14 2014 Michelle Obama born Michael LaVaughn

https://www.facebook.com/claude.graham.395
https://www.facebook.com/claude.graham.395
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=7621d3b8e7&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=ae881f6de0&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=7a91d1729b&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=ac5fc057ed&e=4df11bdba1
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Robinson, Fellowship of the Minds:

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Fellowship of the Minds

Introducing Michael LaVaughn
Robinson; The First Lady Of The
United States Of America
outrageousminds / July 4, 2014

The Alternative Community has known for quite some time
about Michelles (Michaels); dirty little secret.  With NO
photographs of Michelle ‘pregnancys`and NO birth records of
her Two ‘daughters’, it is hardly surprising that Tinsel Towns

https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=bf6af45775&e=4df11bdba1
https://outrageousminds.wordpress.com/author/outrageousminds/
https://outrageousminds.wordpress.com/2014/07/04/introducing-michael-lavaughn-robinson-the-first-lady-of-the-united-states-of-america/
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darling Joan Rivers off the cuff remarks are so blazè and leave
the viewer with the impression that “everyone knows”.

The startling assertion is that the current First Lady of the
United States of America, known as Michelle Robinson
Obama, is a biological male posing as a woman.

That anyone would make such an assertion is a mark of how
much distrust and suspicion the Obamas have engendered,
due entirely to Barack’s secretiveness concerning his Selective
Service registration, school records (including even his
kindergarten record!), and medical records; his refusal to
explain why his Social Security number has a Connecticut
prefix; and his outright deception about his birth certificate, an
image of which he made public on April 27, 2011, but
which forensic experts have determined to be a fake. It doesn’t
help that the Hawaii official, Loretta Fuddy, who had signed off
on Obama’s purportedly birth certificate was the only
passenger who died in a small plane crash.

Startlingly, even the Obamacare sign-up
website healthcare.gov cannot verify Barack Obama’s identity!
(See also “Investor’s Business Daily editorial asks if Obama’s
entire life is a fiction.”)

Barry calls his wife “Michael”

In a speech on September 30, 2011, at the transition or
change-of-office ceremony of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff at Fort Myer, Virginia, Obama referred to his wife not
as Michelle but as Michael.

As you can verify for yourself in the video below, Obama
clearly said: “Distinguished guests, men and women of the
finest military in the world, most of all, Admiral Mullen,
Deborah, Michael and I also want to acknowledge your son
Jack who was deployed today, all of you have performed

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2013/12/09/washington-times-full-page-ad-on-obamas-forged-select-service-registration/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2012/09/23/why-obama-has-a-connecticut-social-security-no/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2013/07/11/world-tribune-calls-obamas-birth-certificate-100-forgery/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2013/12/13/hawaii-official-who-signed-off-on-obamas-birth-certificate-dies-in-plane-crash/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2014/01/06/why-pres-lucifer-didnt-sign-up-on-obamacare-website/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2013/12/02/investors-business-daily-editorial-asks-if-obamas-entire-life-is-a-fiction/
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extraordinary service to our country….”

Bafflingly, even the text of the speech on WhiteHouse.gov
says the same thing:

“Secretary Panetta, thank you for your introduction and for
your extraordinary leadership. Members of Congress, Vice
President Biden, members of the Joint Chiefs, service
secretaries, distinguished guests, and men and women of the
finest military in the world. Most of all, Admiral Mullen,

Deborah,Michael and I also want to also acknowledge your
son Jack, who’s deployed today. All of you have performed
extraordinary service to our country.”

Admiral Mullen’s first name is Michael. However, throughout
his speech, Obama referred to Mullen as “Mike,” not Michael.

Michelle’s birth name was Michael

Even before Obama’s gaffe, there were bloggers who said
Michelle’s real (birth) name is Michael.

As an example, three months before Obama publicly referred
to his wife as “Michael,” blogger Matthew B. Glosser wrote on
June 30, 2011 that he was contacted by “an anonymous
source who claimed to be a former White House staff member
of the Obama administration, specifically “a former member of
the First Lady’s personal staff.” The source claimed to have
sensitive information regarding a stunning revelation about
Michelle Obama and wanted to arrange a meeting with
Glosser in person to present the evidence for this claim.

Though initially skeptical, Glosser nevertheless met with the
“anonymous source” on June 25, 2011. The source said “the
major alphabet networks … are in the tank for Obama and it is
network policy to cover up any critical stories regarding the
President and his family. The White House has officially

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/30/remarks-president-change-office-chairman-joint-chiefs-staff-ceremony
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://christwire.org/2011/06/shocking-new-revelation-about-michelle-obama-a-must-read-christwire-exclusive/
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created a State media.” Then the source said the following
about Michelle Obama:

Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago, Illinois on January
17th, 1964. He was the second son born to Fraser Robinson III,
a well known cocaine dealer and union thug for Crime
Lord/Mayor Richard J. Daley, and Marian Shields Robinson, a
transient street prostitute who was diagnosed with the HIV virus
in 1998. He [Michael] was a popular high school athlete and in
1982, he accepted a scholarship to play middle linebacker for
the Oregon State Beavers.

After finishing a respectable rookie season with 88 tackles and
7.5 sacks, he suddenly dropped out of the school. Fellow
teammates observed that Robinson could regularly be heard
lamenting over how he is a “woman trapped inside a man’s
body”, and on January 13th, 1983, he underwent sex
reassignment surgery at Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine. To hide the shame of his new identity, Michael
left Oregon State to attend Princeton University under his new
legal name, “Michelle Robinson”. Years later, he met Barry
Obama Jr. a Kenyan immigrant who later became aware of
“Michelle’s” true identity. They subsequently married
and adopted two children.

Below is a picture, circa 1981, Glosser posted, showing the

pre-op Michael LaVaughn Robinson (top right, #44):
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Pictures of Michelle’s weenie

Here are two pictures of Michelle Obama with a strange crotch-level protuberance suggestive of a penis. I have no
way to ascertain whether the pictures are photoshopped. The sources of the pictures are Barack Ovomit and I Hate
the Media.

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://barackovomit.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/a-bulging-crotch-the-michelle-obama-story/
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.ihatethemedia.com/why-is-everyone-staring-at-michelle-obama-lap
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The Video

The most recent claim that Michelle is a man is this fascinating video that systematically argues that her hands,
shoulders, neck muscles, and head-to-body ratio all point to her being a biological male, all of which would explain
why there are no pictures of a pregnant Michelle, and why there are no birth records of “her” two daughters.

 

Advertisements
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Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago, Illinois on January
17th, 1964.

Who Are Malia And Sasha Obama's Real Parents? – The Politics Forums

"Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn. Michelle aka Michael Robinson Obama
circa 1981.

Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn Robinson"SHOCKINGLY ...

May 13, 2014 Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson" SHOCKINGLY. Well ladies and gentlemen our
"First Lady" is actually the First Man.

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Facebook

Building the past and identity of Michelle Obama's alter-ego.
Michael LaVaughn Robinson added a new photo. Barry Really
had some zingers this year!

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael LaVaughn ... 
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Operation Disclosure Daily Blog Feed 

Posts from the previous day up until 3 AM Eastern Time the next morning. 

(Note: Not all posts may be featured in this newsletter. If you wish to see all posts, you can

visit the official main blog [https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/].) 

If you have any questions, problems, or suggestions with this newsletter. Please feel

free to contact us at UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com

RV/Intelligence Alert: "Orchestrated" -- May

22, 2019
By TerraZetzz on May 22, 2019 12:39 am

Operation Disclosure

RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - May 22, 2019

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson" ... Who Really Owns Your DNA?

Introducing Michael LaVaughn Robinson; The First Lady Of The ... 

Jul 4, 2014 Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States,
was born Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago, Illinois on
January 17th, 1964.

\
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RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - May 22, 2019

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current
situation of the world based on intelligence received
from several sources which may or may not be accurate
or truthful.)

China's President Xi Jinping has stated that there is no
end in sight for the Trade War in the near future.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/21/xi-jinping-says-china-
is-embarking-on-a-new-long-march-signaling-no-end-
to-trade-war-soon.html

This statement is correct as the US-China Trade War is
a plan being orchestrated by the Earth Alliance.

The Trade War will continue until it brings the fiat
financial system to its knees to make way for the QFS.

The QFS (Quantum Financial System) will require all
countries to have a gold-standard thus resetting the
value of all currencies.

Meanwhile, the majority of sources are claiming that
the RV is about to begin.

All Zimbabwe 2008-2009 Trillion Series (Bond) Notes
must be redeemed prior to being destroyed as per law.
______________________________
________________________

Guest Posting

If you wish to write and/or publish an article on Operation
Disclosure all you need to do is send your entry
to UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com applying these following
rules.

The subject of your email entry should be: "Entry Post |

https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=5c16b299c7&e=4df11bdba1
http://e.mail.ru/compose/?mailto=mailto%3aUniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com
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The subject of your email entry should be: "Entry Post |
(Title of your post) | Operation Disclosure"

- Must be in text format
- Proper Grammar
- No foul language
- Your signature/name/username at the top
______________________________
________________________

Newsletter

If you wish to receive the daily Operation Disclosure
Newsletter, you can subscribe here.
______________________________
________________________

Our mission at Operation Disclosure is to bring you
important news events and raw intel from various
sources focused on exposing the Deep State/Cabal and
their downfall. We are also focused on disclosing our
lost ancient origins and extraterrestrial contact.

Disclaimer: All articles, videos, and images posted on
Operation Disclosure were submitted by readers and/or
handpicked by the site itself for informational and/or
entertainment purposes. All statements, claims, views and
opinions that appear on this site are always presented as
unverified and should be discerned by the reader. We do
not endorse any opinions expressed on this website and we
do not support, represent or guarantee the completeness,
truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any content posted on
this website.

Copyright © 2019 Operation Disclosure

Read in browser »
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Restored Republic via a GCR as of May

22, 2019
By TerraZetzz on May 22, 2019 12:32 am

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 22 2019

Compiled 22 May 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW,
LCSW, ret. CEO, Child Abuse Recovery, Author, “Twenty
Two Faces: the biography of Jenny Hill.” Under direction of
a CIA Operative and as a six year-old, Jenny was tortured
by a Satanic coven, forced to witness a child sacrifice and
save for divine intervention, was almost killed
herself: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 
Articles on a CIA/Vatican Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice
Cult: http://beforeitsnews.com/contributor/pages/243/590/
stories.html

Source: Dinar Chronicles

Below is a summary of information from the Internet. It
would be up to the individual reader to do their own research
and decide whether or not it is valid. A Special Thank You
to Martha for her untiring research, to Dale who keeps me in
line and Ken who uncovers almost unlimited intel on
pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral
being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil
and change the world. In all your giving, please don’t forget
exploited children.

Judy Note: “The party has started,” Tony said on Mon.
May 20. Prosperity Packages were being delivered, some
people overseas had reported being paid, a Military
General and others reported having signed NDAs indicating
they were paid, while others have appointments scheduled

for this week. Tony was told we were going by Tues. May
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for this week. Tony was told we were going by Tues. May
21. MarkZ said Bigwigs were expecting to have access to
their funds on Tues. May 21 and full access on Thurs.
May 23, while Bruce claimed we could be notified and
begin redemption on Wed. May 22. Banking personnel
were told they would be exchanging any time this week and
at least by Thurs. May 23, while intel on May 17 indicated
we were in a window to receive notification for appointments
some time before Friday May 24.

For the past two weeks the Stock Market has suffered
Black Mondays after teetering in or near the red since last
Oct. 1 2018 when the Market lost all gains for the year. The
Stock Market crash appeared to be on schedule as
planned, so that U.S. Treasury holdings would be dumped,
thereby bankrupting the U.S. Corporation and eliminating
their fiat dollar Central Banking system – a necessary move
so that the new asset/gold-backed Quantum Financial
System could replace the fiat dollar and take over the
global economy.

On Tues. May 21 Eagleone2025 said that there would be
good intel and bad intel and to understand that Russia,
China, America and the UK were all well aware of getting
this done. Like any military man in war, you pulled the
trigger when you needed to, and sometimes you laid low
and waited. We were very close to Martial Law and a
serious 9/11 event. Get ready with extra food, water and
emergency supplies.

A. May 21 2019 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net: 712-
770-4016 pin123456#

1. Certain packet deliveries should be completed by 11 pm
EST tonight May 21.

2. The groups and SKRs could be paid out tonight or
overnight May 21-22.

3. Toll free numbers could come out by noon tomorrow
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3. Toll free numbers could come out by noon tomorrow
EST May 22 so we could begin redemptions tomorrow
afternoon May 22.

4. There existed a list of Zim holders so they could be
contacted to redeem.

B. May 21 2019 Morning Coffee with
MarkZ: https://www.pscp.tv/w/
b7QNRDF6dktOWHlQa05PRWV8MWt2S3
BPWlBQVlB4RdyzylUIk5CZq_ouwmofs4CiNEgG2PK37J_
sbKxBnkzh?t=15m42s

1. A lot of intel resources have gone quiet.

2. There was not a lot of movement last night May 20-21.

3. Banking personnel remained on High Alert, on a moment
to moment notice and have been told they would be
exchanging this week, anywhere from today through
early Thurs. May 23.

4. There has been no negative news.

5. Eagleone2025: Understand that the process has begun.
This was a day-by-day process. There were those who
have been paid. Mark said that as well. There have been
some high military types who have been paid. The week
of May 17-24 has kicked off. How long will this process
take? We wait and see.

6. Eagleone2025: I served our military four combat tours in
Special Ops, as well as on the General Staff G3/G2 and
was a White House Advisor to three US Presidents.

7. Eagleone2025: This May 17-24 was a great beginning
for another start. We hope it would keep going and we
hope we would be in the banks very soon.

8. Eagleone2025: My HSBC, Chase and Wells Fargo
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8. Eagleone2025: My HSBC, Chase and Wells Fargo
contacts have been very positive.

9. Eagleone2025: Some VIPs were being paid. Get ready.

10. Eagleone2025: I just talked to my Asia contact, who
was waiting hopefully. Military sources were looking happy.
We wait as this was close.

11. Member: Military Families were being urged to stock up
with supplies to the amount of 2-3 weeks.

12. Eagleone2025: We are very close to Martial Law and a
serious 9/11 event. Just get ready, but remain calm. If the
weatherman told you to get some extra food and water,
then that is where we are.

13. Eagleone2025: The Central Banks and Federal system
was coming down. Trump was bleeding the system for this
reset. The plane ride was going to get rough.

14. Eagleone2025: Mark, Fleming and Eagle One were just
passing on the best intel we could. This was what we were
allowed to share. There were things I’ve been told by
officials that I could not share.

15. Nflemingjr: I agree with Eagle One. There were some
things that I am not allowed to share.

16. Eagleone2025: There would be good intel and bad
intel. Understand that Russia, China, America and the UK
were all well aware of getting this done. Like any military
man in war, you pulled the trigger when you needed to,
and sometimes you laid low and waited.

C. May 20 2019 11:07 pm EST The Truth about the Zim
Bond, MRH: "The Truth about Financial Instruments like
the Zim Bond" by MRH - 5.20.19

I have read a lot of speculation about the Zim "exchange
rate" and "demonetization" from people who obviously
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rate" and "demonetization" from people who obviously
know absolutely nothing about financial instruments. So
hopefully this will clear up a few things about the Zim.

We have all heard that the Zim has been "demonetized".
Some people think this means that it is no longer worth
anything, but this is a misperception. Since the Zim is
being treated as an historical bond, it must be redeemed
for the value that it promises to pay on its face. We have
heard that there will be exchange rates "offered" for it, but
not even that is true. The face value on the face of the Zim
bond, must be redeemed for the value it states in Zim legal
tender, which could then be exchanged for the rate
between the Zim and the new USTN or USN. In other
words, the bond is redeemed for the legal tender it
promises to pay which is then exchanged for the foreign
legal tender with which he wants to exchange it.

For evidence of this, let us take a look at the United States
Savings Bond. When one buys a $50 savings bond for $25,
it says on its face that it is redeemable for $50 upon
maturity in 20 years or so, whatever that may be. Once the
bond matures, the United States cannot decide at that
point, "We are only going to pay you $32 for your $50
savings bond. It is a financial instrument that must be
honored no matter what.

When the Zim Note was demonetized, that merely means
that it no longer may be used as legal tender. This is, of
course, true for the same reason that one cannot use the
above mentioned savings bond as legal tender. If one
wanted to spend the value of the savings bond, he would
have to redeem it for legal tender and then spend the legal
tender rather than the bond. The Zim bond is the in the
same position. While one may be able to trade the bond for
something of value, just like one could trade a car for a
boat, that does not give the car, or the bond, monetary
value to be used as "legal tender". It is also extremely naive
to think that zeros will be dropped lowering the value of the
Zim bonds. This would simply serve to discredit Zimbabwe

to a point that nobody would want to risk investing in those
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to a point that nobody would want to risk investing in those
humanitarian projects that Zimbabwe is attempting to
recruit. They would simply be perceived as liars and could
not be trusted. This would set Zimbabwe back for decades.

Additionally, any legal tender going back to the gold
standard would make it of equal value to any other legal
tender backed by the same commodity. There will not be
"exchange rates" except for people too naive to stand their
ground to get what their bonds or foreign currencies are
worth, which is one to one against the new USTN. Paper
currency is merely a receipt for an amount of silver or gold
because it is easier to carry around than silver or gold. Past
exchange rates of the Dinar to the USD federal reserve
note are completely irrelevant. For example, if the new legal
tender in the USA is gold and silver backed, then the single
denomination of one dollar would again equal the silver
dollar which is one ounce of silver. One will note that the
one ounce silver coin is still stamped with the face value of
$1 and the one ounce gold coin is still stamped with the
value of $50. If the new Zim legal tender is also gold
backed, then the one dollar Zim would also equal the one
ounce silver dollar. Since gold and silver holds the same
value around the world, then there would not be a
difference in rates of one legal tender to another, unless
one country had a large amount of debt. But since the Zim
is about to become the world's primary legal tender,
purportedly, then it is most likely that Zimbabwe would not
have a large amount of debt, especially considering its
largest-in-the-world gold deposits.

In short, the only way that Zimbabwe could reduce the
value of the Zim bonds to pay less would be to lower the
value of its new Zimbabwe dollar it started printing in 2016.
This would hurt Zimbabwe by reducing the value of its new
legal tender to not much better than it was before. This
would completely undo any progress Zimbabwe is
attempting to make economically. It would also be an
impossibility if it wants to claim its legal tender is gold
backed. Additionally, one must keep in mind that the silver

dollar now requires the expenditure of around 15 federal
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dollar now requires the expenditure of around 15 federal
reserve notes. So when we transition from the federal
reserve note to the new gold backed US treasury note,
what did cost 15 dollars will then cost 1 dollar giving the
impression that costs went down when in fact the cost is
the same. This is why the RV must be hidden in a stock
market crash. The trick is to make people think the price of
a $15 share dropped to one dollar when it fact the unit of
measure just change from fiat currency to real money
requiring fewer units to be expended to accomplish the
same purchasing power. One should also keep in mind
that most people who are claiming that gold will cost
$10,000 per ounce are measuring against the federal
reserve note, the value of which will drop like a rock once
the new USTN is released.

D. Geopolitical:

Trump announced he would release the FISA and Comey
Reports this week, although Fox News announced
on Tues. May 21 that it wouldn’t happen until May 28 or
29, with the Horowitz Report released by June 2. In
combination the reports charged Barak Obama, Hillary
Clinton, Andrew McCabe, Peter Strzok, James Comey,
Robert Mueller, John Brennan, Loretta Lynch and other
prominent Democratic party and political elites with serious
crimes, including Treason.

The US has been operating under a State of Declared War
since September, 2001 (following the 9/11 attacks) and
since December 20, 2017 has been under a Declared
National Emergency, while President Trump would soon
invoke the Insurrection Act (full Martial Law) as the country
was no longer able to handle the mass influx of illegal
immigrants.

Last week US Attorney General William Barr revealed that
he was working with the FBI, CIA and the Director of
National Intelligence to uncover how and exactly why the
Russia probe was started in the first place. He announced
that he had appointed the feared US Attorney John
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that he had appointed the feared US Attorney John
Durham to begin a criminal investigation into what
happened, too. An investigation US Attorney Durham
actually began in January 2019, when he placed former top
FBI General Counsel James Baker under criminal
investigation.

Now US Attorney General William Barr would be able to
charge, prosecute and imprison the leaders of the Obama-
Clinton Regime’s coup plot against President Donald
Trump. It was believed that Barack Obama not only
personally authorized the illegal "spygate" spying on
Trump campaign officials, but allowed China to hack 21
million U.S. military personnel records, (effectively dumping
the entire U.S. Pentagon database into the hands of
Communist China), was a key player in Clinton’s Uranium
One scandal, plus endorsed a multi-billion dollar money
laundering operation that handed nuclear weapons
capabilities to Iran – all four activities being Acts of Treason
against our nation.

March 14 2014 Michelle Obama born Michael LaVaughn
Robinson, Fellowship of the Minds:

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Fellowship of the Minds

Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago, Illinois on January
17th, 1964.

Who Are Malia And Sasha Obama's Real Parents? – The
Politics Forums

"Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn. Michelle aka Michael Robinson Obama
circa 1981.

Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson"SHOCKINGLY ...

May 13, 2014 Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
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May 13, 2014 Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson" SHOCKINGLY. Well ladies and gentlemen our
"First Lady" is actually the First Man.

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Facebook

Building the past and identity of Michelle Obama's alter-
ego. Michael LaVaughn Robinson added a new photo.
Barry Really had some zingers this year!

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael
LaVaughn ... 

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael
LaVaughn Robinson" ... Who Really Owns Your DNA?

Introducing Michael LaVaughn Robinson; The First Lady Of
The ... 

Jul 4, 2014 Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United
States, was born Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago,
Illinois on January 17th, 1964.

Aug 1: The IRS was said to have been shut down in April
2019. Aug. 1 was expected to see a new Income Tax Code
announcement – no personal income tax and in it’s place, a
value-added tax (VAT), or 23% tax on new items only (no
tax on used items, food or medicine), with special
exceptions for the poor. The flat tax code was said to be
effective on Jan. 1 2020, although the attached link
mentioned Jan. 1 2021: https://www.congress.
gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/25/text?
q=%7B%22search%
22%3A%5B%22H.R.+25%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=3

E. May 20 2019 Patriot Intel Report: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JTdCqCPLBiQ&feature=share

F. Websites Expected to publish the 800#s:

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/
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https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/
bigcalluniverse.com
https://www.dinarrecaps.com/our-blog

Updates for the Week Prior:

Special Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May
21, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 21, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 20, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 19, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 18, 2019

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Update for May 17,
2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 17, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 16, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 15, 2019
______________________________
________________________

Guest Posting

If you wish to write and/or publish an article on Operation
Disclosure all you need to do is send your entry
to UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com applying these following
rules.

The subject of your email entry should be: "Entry Post |
(Title of your post) | Operation Disclosure"

- Must be in text format
- Proper Grammar
- No foul language
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- No foul language
- Your signature/name/username at the top
______________________________
________________________

Newsletter

If you wish to receive the daily Operation Disclosure
Newsletter, you can subscribe here.
______________________________
________________________

Our mission at Operation Disclosure is to bring you
important news events and raw intel from various
sources focused on exposing the Deep State/Cabal and
their downfall. We are also focused on disclosing our
lost ancient origins and extraterrestrial contact.

Disclaimer: All articles, videos, and images posted on
Operation Disclosure were submitted by readers and/or
handpicked by the site itself for informational and/or
entertainment purposes. All statements, claims, views and
opinions that appear on this site are always presented as
unverified and should be discerned by the reader. We do
not endorse any opinions expressed on this website and we
do not support, represent or guarantee the completeness,
truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any content posted on
this website.

Copyright © 2019 Operation Disclosure
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By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 11:49 pm

SWAMPgate: You won’t believe how ALL the perps are
connected…as in joined at the hip!

Posted on May 19, 2019

Source: State of the Nation

The Swamp Identified — This Should Blow You Away!

Submitted by M R

This is the best one ever, ever, ever- – – – – -THE TIME
SEQUENCE OF SWAMPGATE SCANDALS – – – – – ONE
NEEDS A COPY TO REMEMBER IT ALL! (AND SAVE IT IN
A SAFE PLACE FOR POSTERITY!)

Let’s follow the trail ….. Everyone needs to read this …..
Slowly, and patiently, because it’s very important!

Here’s what it looks like when all the pieces are sewn
together.

It smells like conspiracy and treason.

https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=8eaf69ca35&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=a44758607f&e=4df11bdba1
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It smells like conspiracy and treason.

From 2001 to 2005 there was an ongoing investigation into
the Clinton Foundation.

A Grand Jury had been impaneled.

Governments from around the world had donated to the
“Charity.”

Yet, from 2001 to 2003 none of those “Donations” to the
Clinton Foundation were ever declared.

Hmmm, now you would think that an honest investigator
would be able to figure this out.

Guess who took over this investigation in 2002?

None other than James Comey.

Guess who was transferred in to the Internal Revenue
Service to run the Tax Exemption Branch of the IRS?

Your friend and mine, Lois “Be on The Look Out” (BOLO)
Lerner.

It gets better, well not really, but this is all just a series of
strange coincidences, right?

Guess who ran the Tax Division inside the Department of
Injustice from 2001 to 2005?

No other than the Assistant Attorney General of the United
States, Rod Rosenstein.

Guess who was the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation during this time frame?

I know, it’s a miracle, just a coincidence, just an anomaly in
statistics and chances, but it was Robert Mueller.
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What do all four casting characters have in common?

They all were briefed and/or were front line investigators
into the Clinton Foundation Investigation.

Now that’s just a coincidence, right?

Ok, lets chalk the last one up to mere chance.

Let’s fast forward to 2009…..

James Comey leaves the Justice Department to go and
cash-in at Lockheed Martin.

Hillary Clinton is running the State Department, on her own
personal email server, by the way.

The Uranium One “issue” comes to the attention of Hillary.

Like all good public servants do. You know – looking out for
America’s best interests. She decides to support the
decision and approve the sale of 20% of all of the US’s
Uranium to no other than — the Russians.

Now, you might think that this was a fairly straight-up deal,
except that it wasn’t: The American People got absolutely
nothing out of it.

And they’re investigating president Trump for “collusion?”

However, prior to the sales approval, no other than Bill
Clinton traveled to Moscow, got paid $500K for a one hour
speech, and then met with Vladimir Putin at his home for a
few hours.

Ok, no big deal right?

Well, not so fast: the FBI had a mole inside the money
laundering and bribery scheme.
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Guess who was the FBI Director during this time?

Yep, Robert Mueller, who even delivered a Uranium
Sample to Moscow in 2009.

Guess who was handling that case within the Justice
Department out of the US Attorney’s Office in Maryland?

None other than, Rod Rosenstein.

Guess what happened to the informant?

The Department of Justice placed a GAG order on him and
threatened to lock him up if he spoke out about it.

How does 20% of the most strategic asset of the United
States of America end up in Russian hands when the FBI
has an informant, a mole, providing inside information to
the FBI on the criminal enterprise?

Guess what happened soon after the sale was approved?

About 145 million dollars in “donations” made their way into
the Clinton Foundation from entities directly connected to
the Uranium One deal.

Now guess who was still at the Internal Revenue Service
working the Charitable Division? None other than, Lois
Lerner.

Ok, that’s all just another series of coincidences. Nothing to
see here, right?

Let’s fast forward to 2015.

Due to a series of tragic events in Benghazi, and after the 9
“investigations”, the House, Senate and at State
Department, Trey Gowdy who was running the 10th
investigation as Chairman of the Select Committee on

Benghazi discovers that The Hillary ran the State
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Benghazi discovers that The Hillary ran the State
Department on an unclassified, unauthorized, outlaw
personal email server.

He also discovered that none of those emails had been
turned over when she departed her “Public Service” as
Secretary of State which was required by law

He also discovered that there was Top Secret information
contained within her personally archived email. (Let’s not
forget – at least 10 CIA spies in China were killed by the
Chinese because of the leaks, and God knows what else
occurred.)

Sparing you the State Departments cover up, the nostrums
they floated, the delay tactics that were employed and the
outright lies that were spewed forth from the necks of the
Kerry State Department, we shall leave it with this…… they
did everything humanly possible to cover for Hillary.

Now this is amazing: guess who became FBI Director in
2013?

Hint: he secured 17 no-bid contracts for his employer
(Lockheed Martin) with the State Department and was
rewarded with a six million dollar thank you present when
he departed Lockheed.

None other than James Comey.

Amazing how all those no-bids just went right through at
State, huh?

So he’s the FBI Director in charge of the “Clinton Email
Investigation” after, of course, his FBI Investigates the Lois
Lerner “Matter” at the Internal Revenue Service and
exonerates her.

Nope…we couldn’t find any crimes there.

So what happened next?
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So what happened next?

In April 2016, James Comey drafts an exoneration letter of
Hillary Rodham Clinton — something he had no authority
to do. Meanwhile the DOJ is handing out immunity deals
like candy.

They didn’t even convene a Grand Jury.

Like a lightning bolt of statistical impossibility, like a miracle
from God himself, like the true “Gangsta” that Comey is, he
steps out into the cameras of an awaiting press conference
on July the 5th of 2016, and exonerates The Hillary from
any wrongdoing.

Can you see the pattern?

It goes on and on. Rosenstein becomes Asst. Attorney
General; Comey gets fired based upon a letter by
Rosenstein; Comey leaks government information to the
press; Mueller is assigned to the Russian Investigation
sham by Rosenstein to provide cover for decades of
malfeasance within the FBI and DOJ.

And the story continues.

FISA Abuse, political espionage…. pick a crime, any crime,
chances are…… this group and a few others did bringing
new meaning to the term “organized crime.”

All the same players.

All compromised and conflicted.

All working fervently to NOT go to jail themselves

All connected in one way or another to the Clintons.

They are like battery acid, they corrode and corrupt
everything they touch.
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How many lives have the Clinton’s destroyed?

As of this writing, the Clinton Foundation, in its 20+ years of
operation of being the largest International Charity Fraud in
the history of mankind, has never been audited by the
Internal Revenue Service.

Let us not forget that Comey’s brother works for DLA Piper,
the law firm that does the Clinton Foundation’s taxes.

And the person that is the common denominator to all the
crimes above while doing her evil escape legal maneuvers
at the top of the 3 Letter USA Agencies? Yep, that would
be Hillary R. Clinton!

Who is Lisa Barsoomian?

Let’s look a little into Mrs. Lisa H. Barsoomian’s
background.

Lisa H. Barsoomian, a US Attorney who graduated from
Georgetown Law, is a protege of James Comey and Robert
Mueller.

Barsoomian, with her boss, R. Craig Lawrence, represented
Bill Clinton in 1998.

Lawrence also represented:

Robert Mueller three times;

James Comey five times;

Barack Obama 45 times;

Kathleen Sebelius 56 times;

Bill Clinton 40 times; and

Hillary Clinton 17 times.
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Hillary Clinton 17 times.

Between 1998 and 2017, Barsoomian herself represented
the FBI at least five times.

You may be saying to yourself, OK, who cares? Who cares
about the work history of this Barsoomian woman?

Apparently someone does, because someone out there
cares so much that they’ve “purged” all Barsoomian court
documents for her Clinton representation in Hamburg vs.
Clinton in 1998 and its appeal in 1999 from the DC District
and Appeals Court dockets.

Someone out there cares so much that the internet has
been “purged” of all information pertaining to Barsoomian.

Historically, this indicates that the individual is a protected
CIA operative. Additionally, Lisa Barsoomian has
specialized in opposing Freedom of Information Act
requests on behalf of the intelligence community.

And, although Barsoomian has been involved in hundreds
of cases representing the DC Office of the US Attorney, her
email address is Lisa Barsoomian at NIH gov. The NIH
stands for National Institutes of Health.

This is a tactic routinely used by the CIA to protect an
operative by using another government organization to
shield their activities.

It’s a cover, so big deal, right? I mean what does one more
attorney with ties to the US intelligence community really
matter?

It deals with Trump and his recent tariffs on Chinese steel
and aluminum imports, the border wall, DACA, everything
coming out of California, the Uni-party unrelenting
opposition to President Trump, the Clapper leaks, the
Comey leaks, Attorney General Jeff Sessions recusal and

subsequent 14 month nap with occasional forays into the
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subsequent 14 month nap with occasional forays into the
marijuana legalization mix …. And last but not least
Mueller’s never-ending investigation into collusion between
the Trump team and the Russians.

Why does Barsoomian, CIA operative, merit any mention?

BECAUSE … She is Assistant Attorney General Rod
Rosenstein’s WIFE!

That’s why!

Get this information out to everyone you can!

It is jaw dropping, shocking and extremely sad that this info
has never been exposed!

Do your part in plastering this information everywhere … it’s
bullet proof and cannot be blown off by leftists … and will
convince many not paying attention that we have a soft
coup happening now.
______________________________
________________________

Guest Posting

If you wish to write and/or publish an article on Operation
Disclosure all you need to do is send your entry
to UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com applying these following
rules.

The subject of your email entry should be: "Entry Post |
(Title of your post) | Operation Disclosure"

- Must be in text format
- Proper Grammar
- No foul language
- Your signature/name/username at the top
______________________________
________________________

http://e.mail.ru/compose/?mailto=mailto%3aUniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com
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Image courtesy of RedPill78.

TESTIMONY RELEASED: Lynch & Comey At Odds,
McCabe Exposed, HAMMER Time

By RedPill78
Published on May 21, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbBYvjDhviM

Rep. Collins comes through with many testimony releases!
huge info from McCabe and Lynch testimonies, Nunes
drops big info about Mifsud, Pelosi to allow for
impeachment soon, and a tweet thread on THE HAMMER.

[OpDis Editor Note: RedPill78 gives great reviews of

https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=ff361202f9&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=7d332e85f5&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=68db4fd8d1&e=4df11bdba1
https://blogspot.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18a2493aebcf8bf779c82c54f&id=f774cbc493&e=4df11bdba1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbBYvjDhviM
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[OpDis Editor Note: RedPill78 gives great reviews of
what's happening within the US Government, Trump,
and the Deep State. Another recommended YouTube
channel to be subscribed to. In this video, we hear
about Rep. Collins coming through with testimony
releases. Information from McCabe and Lynch
testimonies. Nunes is dropping info, and Pelosi is
being set up for impeachment. Also, a tweet signifying
it's hammer time.]
______________________________
________________________
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their downfall. We are also focused on disclosing our
lost ancient origins and extraterrestrial contact.
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Operation Disclosure were submitted by readers and/or
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entertainment purposes. All statements, claims, views and
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not endorse any opinions expressed on this website and we
do not support, represent or guarantee the completeness,
truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any content posted on
this website.

Copyright © 2019 Operation Disclosure
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X22 Report -- Episode 1873: IMF Begins to

Panic, the Build up Phase, the Trap has

Been Set
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 11:37 pm

Image courtesy of @X22Report on Twitter.

IMF Begins To Panic & Then This Just Happened -
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IMF Begins To Panic & Then This Just Happened -
Episode 1873a

We Are Now In The Build Up Phase, The Trap Has Been
Set - Episode 1873b

By X22Report
Published on May 21, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoOZf54DcLQ

Theresa May is giving it one more shot, this will not work
the people have spoken and the BREXIT party is growing.
IMF is warning Canada do not touch the housing market or
it will implode. Existing home sales in the US decline. The
[CB] is doing exactly what Trump wants, but making it look
like they aren't.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3npZ06nmwU
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Cummings is now being probed about his dealing with his
wife's organizations. Nadler is getting ready to say that
McGhan is contempt, he wants to put it to a vote. Rep
Doug Collins goes after Nadler. Collins releases more
transcripts. After Collins releases the transcripts Comey
and Lynch contradict each other. Nunes wants the FBI to
prove Mifsud is Russian and says he has made 8 criminal
referrals to the AG. Gaetz says that the Declass is coming
any day now and its going to change everything. Trump
wants Mexico to do more when it comes to illegals. Macron
worried about Le Pen. Maduro says he will have elections
for the opposition. We are now in the build up phase, the
evidence is about to be released which will trap the [DS] in
their lies.

[OpDis Editor Note: X22 Report reviews current
geopolitical and economical events as well as Q-related
news, Trump, and the fall of the Deep State. X22 Report
is another YouTube channel I recommend to listen if
you want to be kept up-to-date on what's currently
happening. In this episode, we hear about Theresa May
giving Brexit one more shot. The IMF is warning
Canada about the housing market. The Federal Reserve
is doing exactly what Trump wants. Also, Comey and

Lynch are contradicting each other. DECLAS is about

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3npZ06nmwU
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Lynch are contradicting each other. DECLAS is about
to happen. Meanwhile, Macron is worried about Le Pen.
Maduro says he will have elections. This is the build up
phase where the Deep State is going to be trapped by
their own lies.]
______________________________
________________________
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Abel Danger -- Isaac Kappy's Murder and

the Four Horsemen of the Fiat Bank

Apocalypse
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 11:32 pm

Image courtesy of Abel Danger livestream on YouTube.

HEATHER O'ROURKE Pursues Truth In Isaac Kappy
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HEATHER O'ROURKE Pursues Truth In Isaac Kappy
Murder As FOUR HORSEMEN Unlead Hell on Cabal

By Abel Danger livestream
Published on May 20, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QA1taMhAdEw

[OpDis Editor Note: In this video, Field McConnell goes
over Isaac Kappy's murder and the "Four Horsemen of
the Fiat Bank Apocalypse".]
______________________________
________________________
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from Space Pirates?
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 02:23 pm

Do We Need Space Force to Protect us from Space
Pirates?

WRITTEN BY DR MICHAEL SALLA ON MAY 20, 2019

On May 14, Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) gave a speech in
support of Congress moving forward with the creation of
Space Force as a new branch of the US military. Cruz gave
an intriguing perspective on what the proposed new military
branch would protect the country from – space pirates!

Cruz said the following in his Space Force speech at a
hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on Aviation and
Space, which he chairs:

Since the ancient Greeks first put to sea, nations have
recognized the necessity of naval forces and maintaining a
superior capability to protect waterborne travel and
commerce from bad actors. Pirates threaten the open seas,
and the same is possible in space. In this same way, I
believe we, too, must now recognize the necessity of a
space force to defend the nation and to protect space
commerce and civil space exploration. 

Cruz’s implicit reference to “space pirates” quickly garnered
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Cruz’s implicit reference to “space pirates” quickly garnered
much internet attention, particularly on Twitter’s “moments”
news thread, where tweets of multiple people mocking him
appeared. Cruz fired back at Jack Dorsey, creator of
Twitter, for not giving equal coverage to his responses:

Read More:

https://www.exopolitics.org/do-we-need-space-force-to-
protect-us-from-space-pirates/
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________________________
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Patriot Intel Report -- May 21, 2019
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 10:47 am

Image courtesy of Patriot Intel Report on YouTube.
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Patriot Intel Report 05 21 19

By Patriot Intel Report
Published on May 21, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQuSqkh0F5E

[OpDis Editor Note: Patriot Intel Report provides great
insight on the latest economical and geopolitical
events. DECLAS is about to begin, folks.]
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Update as of May 21, 2019
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 10:43 am

Special Update: Restored Republic via a GCR as of May
21 2019

Compiled by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, ret. CEO, Child
Abuse Recovery, Author, “Twenty Two Faces: the
biography of Jenny Hill.” Under direction of a CIA Operative
and as a six year-old, Jenny was tortured by a Satanic
coven, forced to witness a child sacrifice and save for divine
intervention, was almost killed herself: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 Articles on a CIA/Vatican Ninth
Circle Child Sacrifice Cult: http://beforeitsnews.
com/contributor/pages/243/590/stories.html

Source: Dinar Chronicles

Below is a summary of information from the Internet. It
would be up to the individual reader to do their own research
and decide whether or not it is valid. A Special Thank You
to Martha for her untiring research, to Dale who keeps me in
line and Ken who uncovers almost unlimited intel on
pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral
being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil
and change the world. In all your giving, please don’t forget
exploited children.

Judy Note: Several intel providers have reported that the
RV/GCR was happening, Prosperity Packages were being
delivered, overseas some have reported being paid, a
Military General and others reported having signed NDAs
indicating they were paid, others have appointments
scheduled for this week and as Tony said, “The party has
started.”

Package deliveries were said to have started up again
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Package deliveries were said to have started up again
on Mon. May 20. Over last weekend Tony was told that it
would be a go for us by Tues. 21. According to MarkZ
Bigwigs were expecting to have partial access to their funds
on Tues. May 21 and full access on Thurs. May 23. Last
week intel indicated we were in a window and would receive
notification for appointments some time before Friday May
24.

For the past two weeks the Stock Market has suffered
Black Mondays after teetering in or near the red since last
Oct. 1 2018 when it lost all gains for the year. Crash of the
Stock Market appeared to be on schedule as planned, so
that U.S. Treasury holdings would be dumped, thereby
bankrupting the U.S. Corporation and eliminating their fiat
dollar Central Banking system – a necessary move so that
the new asset/gold-backed Quantum Financial System
could replace the fiat dollar and take over the global
economy.

May 20 2019 Patriot Intel Report: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JTdCqCPLBiQ&feature=share

Trump announced he would release the FISA and Comey
Reports this week and the Horowitz Report by June 2 –
which charged Barak Obama, Hillary Clinton, Democratic
Party leaders, Andrew McCabe, Peter Strzok, James
Comey, Robert Mueller, John Brennan, Loretta Lynch and
other prominent political elites with serious crimes,
including Treason.

The US has been operating under a State of Declared War
since September, 2001 (following the 9/11 attacks) and
since December 20, 2017 has been under a Declared
National Emergency, while President Trump would soon
invoke the Insurrection Act (full Martial Law) as the country
was no longer able to handle the mass influx of illegal
immigrants.

Last week US Attorney General William Barr revealed that
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Last week US Attorney General William Barr revealed that
he was working with the FBI, CIA and the Director of
National Intelligence to uncover how and exactly why the
Russia probe was started in the first place. He announced
that he had appointed the feared US Attorney John
Durham to begin a criminal investigation into what
happened, too. An investigation US Attorney Durham
actually began in January 2019, when he placed former top
FBI General Counsel James Baker under criminal
investigation.

Now US Attorney General William Barr would be able to
charge, prosecute and imprison the leaders of the Obama-
Clinton Regime’s coup plot against President Donald
Trump. It was believed that Barack Obama not only
personally authorized the illegal "spygate" spying on
Trump campaign officials, but allowed China to hack 21
million U.S. military personnel records, (effectively dumping
the entire U.S. Pentagon database into the hands of
Communist China), was a key player in Clinton’s Uranium
One scandal, plus endorsed a multi-billion dollar money
laundering operation that handed nuclear weapons
capabilities to Iran – all four activities being Acts of Treason
against our nation.

March 14 2014 Michelle Obama born Michael LaVaughn
Robinson, Fellowship of the Minds:

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Fellowship of the Minds

Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago, Illinois on January
17th, 1964.

Who Are Malia And Sasha Obama's Real Parents? – The
Politics Forums

"Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States, was born
Michael LaVaughn. Michelle aka Michael Robinson Obama
circa 1981.
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Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson"SHOCKINGLY ...

May 13, 2014 Michelle Obama IS "Michael LaVaughn
Robinson" SHOCKINGLY. Well ladies and gentlemen our
"First Lady" is actually the First Man.

Michael LaVaughn Robinson | Facebook

Building the past and identity of Michelle Obama's alter-
ego. Michael LaVaughn Robinson added a new photo.
Barry Really had some zingers this year!

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael
LaVaughn ... 

Michelle Obama A Man Originally born as "Michael
LaVaughn Robinson" ... Who Really Owns Your DNA?

Introducing Michael LaVaughn Robinson; The First Lady Of
The ... 

Jul 4, 2014 Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United
States, was born Michael LaVaughn Robinson in Chicago,
Illinois on January 17th, 1964.

Aug 1: The IRS was said to have been shut down in April
2019. Aug. 1 was expected to see a new Income Tax Code
announcement – no personal income tax and in it’s place, a
value-added tax (VAT), or 23% tax on new items only (no
tax on used items, food or medicine), with special
exceptions for the poor. The flat tax code was said to be
effective on Jan. 1 2020, although the attached link
mentioned Jan. 1 2021: https://www.congress.
gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/25/text?
q=%7B%22search%
22%3A%5B%22H.R.+25%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=3

Websites Expected to publish the 800#s:
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/
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https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/
bigcalluniverse.com
https://www.dinarrecaps.com/our-blog

Updates for the Week Prior:

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 21, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 20, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 19, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 18, 2019

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Update for May 17,
2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 17, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 16, 2019

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 15, 2019
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Image courtesy of Truthstream Media on YouTube.

Why Is The Bilderberg 2019 Location Still a Secret?

By Truthstream Media
Published on May 20, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-rkYGcX9QQ

[OpDis Editor Note: This video goes over this year's
Bilderberg meeting and why it's location is still being
kept secret.]
______________________________
________________________
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Anna Von Reitz -- The Plot Thickens
By TerraZetzz on May 21, 2019 10:05 am

Monday, May 20, 2019

The Plot Thickens

Source: Paul Stramer | By Anna Von Reitz

It seems like every day more twists and turns surface,
especially recent history looks like a stockpot full of
spaghetti.

You will recall that the gold FDR illegally confiscated from
Americans by pretending we were all magically transformed
into "Citizens of the United States", and which his
Administration used to secure the bankruptcy of the Roman
Catholic Church's Delaware corporation doing business as
"the" United States of America, Inc. back in 1933 ---- all that
gold was eventually released when the bankruptcy was
settled in November 1999.

We went looking for it, and found that a portion of it was
released to the World Bank/IBRD as "abandoned assets".
Where was all the rest? Our gold and silver reserves and
historical trust assets, our public property deeds, for
example?
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The United States Navy collected the property left over from
the bankruptcy of "the" Territorial corporation dba "United
States of America, Inc."--- but not the gold FDR put up as
security for the bankruptcy--- and they handed everything
else over to Slick Willy Clinton, thinking that he was our
President and that they were returning our property to us
and to something they call "the Republic".

Well, as we actual Americans know, there are fifty
republican states and no Republic at all associated with us,
so obviously, what the United States Navy did, was to hand
over our stuff to the Municipal Civil Government of
Washington, DC, by mistake.

Slick Willy accepted delivery, signed for it, (except the
portion of gold which the Navy claims it didn't know about
and didn't recover) and the assets, together with the Navy
contract delivering it, disappeared. More magic.

So when we bore down on the Navy about the Rotten
Patents scandal and about their failure to perform with
respect to the 1933 Bankruptcy Settlement, they started
digging in an effort to exonerate themselves, and they
discovered that Clinton, just as we told them, had no
authority related to us, and that they had been snookered
into delivering our assets to a crook with no authority to
receive our assets.

After all, the United States Navy didn't know how to find us,
and Clinton didn't tell them the (severe) limits of his actual
Office. 

It would be like Fed Ex showing up with a thousand
truckloads of gold addressed to your long-lost Landlord,
Eddie Shumacher, and you just took the shipment 'in his
name" without telling anybody.

So now we know where Clinton got all the extra gold and
other assets, deeds, and titles, that he was busy selling to

every Tom, Dick, and Sheik Abdullah. It was our property
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every Tom, Dick, and Sheik Abdullah. It was our property
he was selling and using to buy votes, peddle political
influence, invest in scaggy arms deals, poppy fields, all of
it. This is how he was able to sell our highways, bridges,
dams, public buildings.... and this scam didn't even have to
involve the Clinton Foundation, though it probably did.

Nothing beats dumb luck they say, and Clinton's luck has
served him well. At least, until now.

The United States Navy is in a fix and dither. How is it that
their good and honorable name was used to concoct a
Municipal Corporation doing business as the US NAVY and
used to apply for and receive patents to Weapons of Mass
Destruction that they never even heard about? 

How did innocent Anna Maria, a Grandma in Big Lake,
Alaska, wind up portrayed and misidentified by the IRS as
ANNA MARIA, manager of a rum distillery in Barbados? The
same schtick was applied to the United States Navy. Let
that one sink in. 

Believe me, the Admirals both Front and Rear are
scrambling around. No mistake that it was a Naval
Operations audit team that got blown up at the Pentagon
on 9/11.

It was our scumbag buddies at DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE again, pulling another little identity theft scheme
just like they've been pulling on us clueless Americans,
only this time, they pulled this same crappola on the
[Territorial] United States Navy. 

When the Navy started to investigate at the Pentagon,
when they got too close to the truth, ah, yes, well,
conveniently, it just happened to be their auditors who took
the hit. And of course, the whole project got scrapped in
the aftermath of that. 

This is all Municipal United States wrong-doing, the

"plenary government" allowed to Congress under Article I,
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"plenary government" allowed to Congress under Article I,
Section 8, Clause 17, running wildly amok, as all
oligarchies tend to do. 

DOD is also the entity responsible for cashiering away our
National Credit and failing to make it available to the
American States and People for Mutual Offset Credit
Exchange. No American should be paying a mortgage,
medical or dental bills, college loans, utility bills, federal
income taxes --- none of it.

That was supposed to be our remedy and payback for
back-stopping the Church's bankruptcy.

Instead, the Pontiff's Flunkies operating the Municipal
United States Government came in and "assigned" our
assets --- under color of law--- to a giant Slush Fund, which
the DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE then used to fund war
for profit, build military bases all over the planet, and carry
on every flavor of Black Ops known to man.

There is absolutely no doubt now that we are dealing with
criminality and hypocrisy on a scale that is all-but
unimaginable. About the time that Trump pulls Clinton's
toenails, we might get to the bottom of it at last.
______________________________
________________________
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